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Nanocapsule designs for antimicrobial resistance†

Irene Marzuoli,a Carlos H. B. Cruz,‡a Christian D. Lorenz b and
Franca Fraternali *a

The pressing need of new antimicrobial products is growing stronger, particularly because of widespread

antimicrobial resistance, endangering our ability to treat common infections. The recent coronavirus pan-

demic has dramatically highlighted the necessity of effective antibacterial and antiviral protection. This

work explores at the molecular level the mechanism of action of antibacterial nanocapsules assembled in

virus-like particles, their stability and their interaction with mammal and antimicrobial model membranes.

We use Molecular Dynamics with force-fields of different granularity and protein design strategies to

study the stability, self-assembly and membrane poration properties of these nanocapsules.

Introduction

In the past decades the constant threat of antimicrobial resis-
tance encouraged the development of novel antimicrobial
strategies.1 Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are highly versatile
biomolecules able to disrupt bacterial activity in a plethora of
different ways,2,3 mostly leading to perturbation and/or pora-
tion of the bacterial membrane.2,4,5 These biologics qualify as
a novel weapon against drug-resistant bacteria because their
spectrum of action is substantially different from that of small
molecule drugs: this not only opens new therapeutic possibili-
ties, but the characteristics of their broad range action suggest
a slower development of resistance once they are employed
against common pathogens.6,7

Several effective synthetic AMPs have been developed in the
past, exploiting information from the naturally occurring ones.
In a straightforward approach, natural sequences can be used
as templates to generate more powerful or selective peptides
via iterative single-point mutations.8–11 More generally, virtual
screenings of thousands of AMPs have highlighted recurring
patterns connected with their activity,12–15 and the physico-
chemical properties inducing their function started to be eluci-

dated by biophysical studies in vitro but also in silico, e.g.
employing Molecular Dynamics simulations.10,16,17

Combining this available knowledge with protein engineer-
ing techniques, it is possible to design AMPs that perform
additionally desired functions, such as self-assembly into
organised objects:18–21 this can boost the antimicrobial activity
of the peptide by enhancing its local concentration, generating
premises for effective drug or gene delivery. The success of
such a design strategy depends on an accurate knowledge of
the molecular-level interactions the peptide has with its copies
and with the bacterial membrane. Even for systems with
proven antimicrobial activity, a deep understanding of these
details is beneficial to set in place design strategies for activity
enhancement.

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations have been exten-
sively used in the past to elucidate the mechanisms of action
of AMPs, where experiments were insufficient to fully uncover
their details.22–32 Ongoing advances in computing power are
continuously increasing the potential of MD simulations,33,34

which have contributed to clarify how peptides translocate
through membranes,25,26 how they oligomerise before translo-
cation,27 and to identify the role of specific amino acids
and secondary structures in interacting with bacterial
membranes.28,29

The development of models for bacterial membranes plays
a crucial role in the success of such investigations. The sim-
plest ones are bilayers composed of a few phospholipids
species with an overall negative charge,31,35,36 to capture both
the hydrophobic environment and the characteristic electro-
static interaction that AMPs have to overcome to penetrate into
the bacterial cytoplasm. These bilayers can also be experi-
mentally assembled and their interactions with AMPs
measured with precision,18,37,38 which makes the comparison
with MD simulations possible, as exploited in this work.
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on the capsules; alignment of Wild Type and modified β-annulus; radius of gyra-
tion of the capsules simulated; area per lipid, component density and lipidtail
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capzip and β-annulus capsules amino acids around bacterial membrane lipid
moieties. See DOI: 10.1039/D0NR08146A
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A more faithful representation of bacterial membranes
requires the parametrisation of a greater variety of such
phospholipids (e.g. phosphocholines, phosphoetilamine,
phosphoglycerols),39–43 together with peptidoglycans (PG)44,45

and lipopolyaccharides (LPS).46–48 The combination of these
molecules allows to represent the Gram positive bacteria cell
membrane (a double layer of phospholipids coated with long
PG chains),49 and the double membrane of Gram negative
ones (an inner membrane of phospholipids, and an outer one
formed by phospholipids at the interior and LPSs externally,
with the two interspaced by a layer of PGs).49 LPSs are there-
fore of particular interest as the first molecules approached by
external agents, such as AMPs, when attacking Gram negative
bacteria.

As the translocation of AMPs and other membrane-pene-
trating nanoparticles requires long simulation time, the intro-
duction of an electric field across the two sides of the mem-
brane is a useful procedure not only to model the transmem-
brane potential, but also to accelerate penetration.41,50–54 This
external perturbation causes the membrane itself to be more
prone to disruption,51 and pushes positively charged nano-
particles/peptides toward the membrane.52–54 The effect of an
electric field can also be assessed experimentally and com-
pared with the simulations data,55 but the intensity of the field
should be kept within physiological values.

Several penetration mechanisms are known, in presence or
absence of electric field, and their understanding is crucial for
the design of new AMPs. For example, short helical AMPs insert
vertically in the membrane and gather together to form a water
channel;2,56–58 nanoparticles strongly attach to the membrane
enhancing its curvature until disruption;48,59 additionally
Arginine rich peptides exploit the local defects of the membrane
to pass through it despite their high charge, as proven by MD
simulations.28 Finally, transmembrane proteins on the outer
Gram negative membrane can facilitate the penetration of some
AMPs. Nevertheless models of these systems are computation-
ally expensive and require large scale simulations.60–62

A peptide with established assembly and antimicrobial
activity is capzip,18,63 which self-assembles into hollow cap-
sules with a predominant size range of 20–200 nm, and
derives its antimicrobial activity from a short six amino acid
sequence of the antimicrobial portion64–66 of bovine
Lactoferrin (PDB code: 1LFC), mutated to favour self-assembly
(Fig. 1). Molecular Dynamics simulations have helped identify-
ing the assembled structure and how it approaches the mem-
brane,63 but further investigation is necessary to identify the
determinants of its selectivity between mammalian and bac-
terial membranes, and to quantify the perturbations imposed
on the latter. A characteristic of the capzip peptide is its
branched sequence, constituted by a central scaffold and three
short arms without any secondary structure. The arms both
favour the pairing with other copies of the molecule by anti-
parallel β-sheet formation, and bear the positive charge known
to perturb the bacterial membrane.2,5,67

The design of self-assembling peptides is an established
field which has successfully led to the design of multi-purpose

materials.68–72 The interesting results we obtained for the
capzip system by the use of combined simulations and experi-
mental investigations encouraged the in silico design of a new
antimicrobial capsule obtained by grafting the same six amino
acid antimicrobial motif composed from the capzip peptide
onto a new scaffold, the β-annulus construct from the C chain
of the Tomato Bush Stunt virus protomer (TBSV, PDB code
2TBV73). This is a peptide of 24 amino acids sequence which, in
the original viral structure (hosting several other proteins),
assembles with two other copies of itself to provide a triangular
block with three extended arms, similar to the capzip peptide.

The 24-mer alone was shown in previous work to self-
assemble into hollow capsules both in its native state74 and
when functionalised with additional chemical entities, such as
gold or zinc nanoparticles,75,76 short DNA strands77 or
peptides.78,79 In our design, the RRWTWE antimicrobial
sequence was transplanted onto the extended arms of the
β-annulus to ensure antimicrobial activity. It should be noted
that the resulting AM-β-annulus capsule has a different ratio
between the antimicrobial portion and the non functional
moiety joining the arms with respect to the capzip capsule.

In this context, the present work establishes a pipeline of
molecular modelling and multi-scale Molecular Dynamics
simulations (from atomistic to coarse-grained) to study the
stability of the capzip and AM-β-annulus capsules in water,
and their interaction with model membranes. Our compu-
tational approach can be used as a framework to test novel
antimicrobial self-assembling compounds and their mode of
action.

Fig. 1 (Top) Capzip peptide (which constitutes the capsule building
block), and AM-β-annulus peptide, with the respective capsule building
block, constituted by three AM-β-annulus peptides. (Bottom) Modelled
antimicrobial capsules, capzip on the left and AM-β-annulus on the
right. Capsules are shown in surface representation, colour coded by
surface charge with blue positive, white neutral, and red negative charge
(pyMol software89). The diameter of the modelled antimicrobial cap-
sules and of the holes on their surfaces are indicated.
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Methods
Capzip modelling and simulations

Following up from previous work,63 we performed atomistic
and coarse-grained simulations of a capzip capsule in solution
and on model membranes, using the atomistic GROMOS 54a8
force field,80,81 and the coarse-grained description provided by
MARTINI82,83 and SIRAH.84,85 All simulations were performed
with the GROMACS software, version 5.5 and 2016.86–88

Table 1 reports all the simulations performed.
Atomistic simulations. The capzip capsule was modelled in

the shape of a double-layered truncated icosahedron, using
GROMACS88 and MOE90 tools as previously reported.63 Its geo-
metrical and chemical characteristics are shown in Fig. 1 and
ESI Table 1.† A DLPC/DLPG 3 : 1 bilayer was selected to model
bacterial membranes, consistent with previous in vitro experi-
ments performed on Supported Lipid Bilayers with the capzip
peptide:18 the negative charge of DLPG captures one of the
main characteristics that distinguishes bacterial from
mammal membranes,49,91–93 and mimics the inner Gram
negative membrane. The atomistic coordinates for the mem-
brane were built with the PACKMOL software.94 Two patches
were built, hosting 512 and 740 lipids respectively. The
expected area per lipid was reached during a 400 ns equili-
bration (see simulations details below), the final configuration

of which was used for simulations with the peptide. To simu-
late the action of the capzip peptide on the membranes, a
pentagonal unit of the double-layered truncated icosahedron
(10 molecules overall) was taken as representative of the full
capsule, to allow a faster sampling, and simulated in proximity
of the membrane plane. For the bacterial membrane model,
additional simulations were run with an external electric field
pointing from the side hosting the capsid peptides to the
opposite side, to mimic the transmembrane potential.

For all atomistic simulations, the systems were solvated
with single point charge (SPC) water;95 Na+ and Cl− ions were
added to balance the charge and to reach a salt concentration
of 150 mM, matching the experimental conditions. The capzip
peptide parametrisation was built by comparison with tabu-
lated data for peptidic bonds and amino acid moieties. Lipid
parameters were taken from ref. 39 for DLPC, while for DLPG
they were built from the POPG ones available in ref. 43.
Temperature was maintained by independently coupling
protein, membrane, and solvent (plus ions) to three external
temperature baths using a velocity rescaling thermostat96 with
coupling constant τT of 0.1 ps. Pressure was kept at 1 bar by
Berendsen97 or Parrinello–Rahman barostats98 (for equili-
bration and production, respectively) using an isotropic or
semi-isotropic coupling (simulations without and with mem-
brane), with isothermal compressibility of 4.5 × 10–5 bar−1 and
coupling constant τP of 1 ps. Electrostatic interactions were
treated using the smooth Particle Mesh Ewald algorithm99

with a Fourier grid spacing of 0.12 nm, and a short-range
cutoff of 1.2 nm; van der Waals interactions were calculated
with a 1.2 nm cutoff. All atomistic runs were performed using
a 2 fs time step.

Simulations of the capzip capsule in solution were run for
100 ns, in three replicas. In order to stabilise the structure, an
equilibration was run where the initial distances between the
paired arms of different capzip peptides (i.e. laying on the
same edge of the truncated icosahedron) were restrained with
a harmonic potential of 1000 kJ (mol nm2)−1 force constant,
and progressively released over 150 ns. All the assembled
membrane bilayers were first equilibrated for 50 ps at 50 K,
then the temperature was gradually increased to 300 over
500 ps, and finally a 400 ns production run was performed
(using the NPT ensemble). A similar equilibration procedure
was followed for peptide–membrane systems. Exploratory
simulations on the membranes with an external electric field
were run for the bacterial model with 512 lipids as follows:
starting from 20 mV nm−1, the field was increased by 20 mV
nm−1 every 200 ns, up to electroporation value of the mem-
brane in presence of the peptide. Three replicas were run at
the electroporation value to confirm the results, and an
additional one on the larger membrane hosting 740 lipids. A
similar procedure was performed for the membrane alone. ESI
Table 2 and ESI Fig. 4 and 5† reports information on the simu-
lations of the membrane without capzip.

MARTINI simulations. The approach of the whole capzip
capsule to model membranes was simulated with a coarse-
grained MARTINI force field description,82,83 with two replicas

Table 1 Table with an overview of the simulations performed

Systema Force field Time (ns)

Capzip bilayer capsule GROMOS 100
Capzip bilayer capsule MARTINI 1000
Capzip bilayer capsule SIRAH 1000
Capzip monolayer capsule MARTINI 1000
Capzip monolayer capsule SIRAH 1000
AM-β-annulus capsule SIRAH 1000
Capzip pentagonal unit on:
Small bact. m. GROMOS 500
Large bact. m. GROMOS 500
Small bact. m., increasing E GROMOS (Total) 2000
Small bact. m., 130 mV nm−1 GROMOS 500
Large bact. m., 130 mV nm−1 GROMOS 500
Bact. m., 130 or 140 mV nm−1 GROMOS 500

Capzip bilayer capsule on:
Bact. m. MARTINI 10 000
Bact. m., 20 mV nm−1 MARTINI (P) 500
Bact. m., 40 mV nm−1 MARTINI (P) 500
LPS m.a MARTINI (P) 1000
Mamm. m. MARTINI 10 000
Mamm. m., 20 mV nm−1 MARTINI (P) 500
Mamm. m., 40 mV nm−1 MARTINI (P) 500
Bact. m.,a 4 mV nm−1 SIRAH 10 000
Bact. m., 20 or 40 mV nm−1 SIRAH (P) 500
Mamm. m., 20 or 40 mV nm−1 SIRAH (P) 500

AM-β-annulus monolayer capsule on:
Bact. m.,b 4 mV nm−1 SIRAH 10 000

In the System field the following abbreviations are used: bact. m. for
bacterial membrane DLPC/DLPG 3 : 1, (except for b where it is POPC/
POPS 3 : 1); LPS m. for bacterial outer membrane LPS (top leaflet) and
POPE/POPG/CDL 85 : 5 : 10 (bottom leaflet); mamm. m. for mammal
membrane (DLPC). The notation (P) for the MARTINI force field indi-
cates the Polar water model.
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for both a model bacterial and a model mammal composition.
The coarse-grained capsule coordinates were obtained from
the atomistic structure using martinize.py100 with a custo-
mised mapping for the central branched residue. Parameters
for this residue were obtained using pycgtool.py.101 Bacterial
and mammalian model membranes hosting 2880 and 2888
lipids respectively were built with insane.py.102 The mamma-
lian model was build with DLPC lipids only, as the zwitterionic
composition closest to the bacterial one used (DLPC/DLPG
3 : 1). The capzip capsule was initially placed at a minimum
distance of 1 nm from the membrane surface. Simulations
were performed with the standard MARTINI water model and
Cl− counter ions. The same configuration was simulated with
an external electric field (20 or 40 mV nm−1, one replica each)
with MARTINI polar water103 and solution of sodium chloride
in concentration 0.15 mM. The effect of the field was tested on
pure membranes as a control. Furthermore, a model Gram
negative outer membrane was built with CHARMM-GUI:104 it
hosts in the upper layer 567 LPS molecules, and in the bottom
layer a mixture of POPE, POPG and cardiolipin in proportion
85 : 5 : 10, for a total of 1512 molecules.34 Calcium ions were
added to balance the LPS charges, the remaining ones were
neutralised with sodium ions, finally sodium chloride ions in
concentration 0.15 mM were added to the solvent. After the
initial equilibration, the membrane was simulated together
with the capzip capsule at the initial distance of 1 nm.

To quantify the different binding propensity of capzip
capsule for bacterial versus mammal membrane, we computed
the Potential of Mean Force (PMF) by applying an external
force to impose penetration, pulling the capzip capsule it
across the DLPC/DLPG lipid bilayer (chosen versus the LPS
membrane for its minor complexity). We then performed
umbrella sampling simulations, with a coarse-grained Polar
MARTINI description.

For simulations with the standard water model (DLPC/
LDPG and DLPC membranes without electric field), tempera-
ture coupling was performed with a velocity rescaling thermo-
stat96 with a coupling constant τT of 1 ps. A semi-isotropic
pressure coupling was applied at 1 bar pressure, with 4.6 ×
10–5 bar−1 isothermal compressibility, using a Berendsen97 or
Parrinello–Rahman barostat98 (equilibration and production
phase respectively) with τP of 2 ps or 12 ps. Coulomb inter-
actions were treated with a Reaction Field scheme105 and cut
off radius of 1.1 nm, van der Waals interactions with a cut off
scheme and the same cut off radius. The relative dielectric
constant was set to 15. Simulations performed with the polar
water model (DLPG/DLPC and DLPC with electric field; LPS
membrane) were run with the parameters above, except the
relative dielectric constant set to 2.5, and the choice of a
Particle Mesh Ewald scheme for long-range Coulomb inter-
actions (1.2 nm cut off radius), in agreement with the setup
suggested in ref. 103.

Simulations of the capsule in solution were run for 1 μs, in
three replicas with initial constraints over the arms as per-
formed for the atomistic simulation. The membrane models
were equilibrated for 1 μs with standard water (DLPC/DLPG

and DLPC) or following the standard CHARMM-GUI proto-
col104 (LPS membrane), and the final configuration was used
to build peptide–membrane systems, together with the capsule
structure (obtained after a 1 μs equilibration run). The full
systems were energy minimised, equilibrated for 500 ps and
production was followed for 10 μs for capzip capsule – DLPC/
DLPG or DLPC systems with standard water, 500 ns when they
are run with polar water (due to the faster binding of the
capsule and the speed-up induced by the electric field); and
1 μs for the capsule – LPSs system. For the simulation with a
40 mV nm−1 electric field, after pore formation, the pressure
coupling was switched to isotropic and the simulation pro-
longed for 100 ns. Control simulations with electric field of
the magnitudes used were performed on the membranes
alone (ESI Table 2†).

For umbrella sampling simulations, we first performed a
steered simulation pulling the capsule through each mem-
brane. A force of 10 000 kJ (mol nm2)−1 was applied between
the center of mass (COM) of the capsule and the COM of the
lipids falling in a circle of radius 12 nm centred on the projec-
tion of the capsule COM on xy plane of the membrane. The
pulling rate was 10–4 nm ps−1. From these trajectories, 100
frames were extracted, with the z position of the capsule center
of mass roughly 0.2 nm apart. Each frame was simulated for
15 ns restraining the capsule center of mass in its original
position with a force constant of 500 kJ (mol nm2)−1.

All MARTINI simulations were run with a 20 fs time step.
SIRAH simulations. The recent evolution of lipid parametri-

sation in the SIRAH force field,85 united with its characteristic
medium grained resolution between the atomistic and the
MARTINI coarse-grained one,84 make this force field optimal
to proceed further with the simulations of antimicrobial cap-
sules on membranes. For this reason, SIRAH was selected for
the investigation of the functionalised AM-β-annulus. To first
verify its suitability for the task, the capzip capsule was simu-
lated in solution and in contact with a model bacterial mem-
brane. Due to the recent introduction of lipids parameters in
SIRAH, not DLPC nor DLPG were parametrised in this force
field at the time of the work presented here.85 To pursue the
simulation of the capsules on membranes, POPC and POPS (in
ratio 3 : 1) were selected among the SIRAH available lipids, as
POPC is zwitterionic and POPS is negatively charged, reflecting
the characteristics of DLPC and DLPG, respectively.

The SIRAH parameters and coarse-grained coordinates were
assigned to the protein molecules through the cgconv script,
distributed with the force field. The mapping of the central
branched residue of capzip from atomistic to coarse-grained
beads was performed manually, matching when possible
similar building blocks of amino acid side chains. The studied
capsules were solvated in aqueous solution of sodium chloride
in physiologic concentration (0.15 mM), ensuring the systems’
neutrality. After energy minimisation, the systems were heated
from 0 to 300 K over 10 ns at constant volume (10 fs time
step), with protein coordinates constrained to their initial posi-
tion. Like for the other force fields, initial distances between
the paired arms of different capzip peptides were restrained
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with a harmonic potential of 1000 kJ mol−1 nm−2, and pro-
gressively released over 80 ns (20 fs time step), then the system
was simulated for 1 μ (three replicas). The pressure and temp-
erature were kept constant at 1 bar and 300 K, controlled
respectively using a V-rescale thermostat and a Berendsen
barostat with 2 ns collision-frequency and 8 ps pressure-coup-
ling time. Short-interactions were treated with a 1.2 nm cut-off
radius, whereas the long-range interactions using Particle
Mesh Ewald (PME) method.

The POPC/POPS 3 : 1 model bacterial membrane (3488
lipids) was built using the CHARMM-GUI membrane
builder,104 and converted to coarse-grained through the
cgconv script. Subsequently it was simulated placing the
initially equilibrated antimicrobial capsule at 2 nm distance
from the membrane. The system was solvated as above. The
membrane was equilibrated over 0.5 μs (20 fs time step) at con-
stant temperature and pressure of 300 K and 1 bar (now main-
tained with a semi-isotropic Parrinello–Rahman coupling),
with the capsule coordinates constrained to their initial posi-
tions (1000 kJ mol−1 nm−2 constraints force constant). The
constraints were then released gradually in four steps, and the
simulation was continued for 1 μs, until the capsule was stably
attached to the membrane. Subsequently, a 4 mV nm−1 electric
field was applied along the z-axis to simulate the transmem-
brane potential, and the simulation carried on for 1.5 μs.

β-Annulus functional design and simulations

Previous investigations on β-annulus (sequence
ITHVGGVGGSIMAPVAVSRQLVGS) decorated with gold nano-
particles suggested a geometry compatible with a dodecahe-
dral architecture, consistently with the complete TBSV capsid
geometry.75 In this light we modelled the assembly according
to the same geometry.

The triskelion structure formed by three β-annulus chains
(Fig. 1) was extracted from the Tomato Bushy Stunt Virus
(TBSV, PDB code: 2TBV73). Twenty triskelion copies were then
assembled into a dodecahedral capsule with the C-terminal
fragments joined through anti-parallel β-sheets using the
Chimera program.106 This resulted in a capsule of 15 nm dia-
meter (Fig. 2a, and ESI Table 1†). Next, the antimicrobial
sequence RRWTWE was aligned to the β-annulus sequence
and threaded onto the structure via AlignedThread.107 It
resulted structurally aligned with the RQLVS stretch at the
C-terminal (ESI Fig. 1†), thus forming antiparallel β-sheets
with another triskelion copy (Fig. 2b).

It has to be noticed that the β-annulus triskelion within the
virus structure is co-assembling with other viral proteins and
therefore once extracted from its original environment hydro-
phobic residues are exposed on the surface. To improve the
stability and solubility of this β-annulus triskelion, mutagenic
assays based on Position-Specific Score Matrix (PSSM) were
performed, leaving the antimicrobial sequence as is (Fig. 2b).
Twenty Monte Carlo cycles with 3 PSSM-based design rounds
with multiples energy minimizations steps each were per-
formed, evaluating the energy within the full capsule assem-
bly, with ROSETTA scripts.107,109 Of them, only mutations with

negative mutational energy (T2N, G8 K and A16S) were
accepted (see Fig. 2b and ESI Fig. 1†). The characteristics of
the resulting capsule are shown in Fig. 1 and ESI Table 1.†

The resulting structure (AM-β-annulus capsule) was simu-
lated with the SIRAH force field in aqueous environment for
1 μs and the antimicrobial activity was explored against a POPC/
POPS 3 : 1 membrane (see details in paragraph on SIRAH simu-
lations of capzip capsule). For the latter, the equilibrated AM-
β-annulus capsule was initially placed at 2 nm of distance from
the membrane surface. After binding to the membrane (at 500
ns), the simulation was continued for 1 μs. In this case, only a
small electric field (4 mV nm−1) was necessary to initiate pora-
tion. All equilibration procedures are the same as described for
the SIRAH simulations of the capzip capsule.

Analysis

Root Mean Square Deviations (RMSD, with respect to the initial
configuration shown in Fig. 1) and radius of gyration (Rg) are
computed on the positions of the Cα or coarse-grained back-
bone beads. The thickness of the capsule wall was computed by
fitting a Gaussian on the radial distribution from the centre of
the capsule. Hydrogen bonds and Solvent Accessible Surface
Area are computed with the native GROMACS tools. The
number of conserved arm–arm contacts (which relates loosely
to the number of conserved β-sheets), were computed taking
the center of mass (COM) of each antimicrobial arm and count-
ing the contact pairs at less than 1.2 nm of distance. This holds
for both atomistic and coarse-grained representation.

For simulations involving membranes, the area per lipid
was obtained from the lateral dimensions of the box. The cur-
vature of the lipid patches was minimal so that this type of

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic of the AM-β-annulus capsule building strategy. (b)
Representation of three AM-β-annulus sequences forming a vertex of
the AM-β-annulus capsule, with matching arms coming from other ver-
tices (faded). Maroon cartoon shows the RRWTWE antimicrobial
sequences. The three residues mutated to improve the solubility are
highlighted in red blobs and green panels. Charged amino acid side
chains are blue (positive) and red (negative). The sequence of each AM-
β-annulus chain is shown at the bottom: antimicrobial sequence high-
lighted in yellow, mutations indicated by arrows, positive and negative
residues in blue and red respectively [VMD software108].
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computation was accurate within the methods error. The
lateral diffusion coefficient D of lipids was obtained for each
leaflet from a linear fit of the Mean Square Displacement of
the phosphorus atoms (or corresponding coarse-grained bead)
as a function of time, according to Einstein equation in two
dimensions:110 〈r2〉 = 4Dt. The fit was performed in the regions
which showed a linear dependence, and the coefficients from
the two leaflets were averaged. The COM movement of each
leaflet was removed beforehand for control simulations invol-
ving only the membrane. The COM movement of the peptide
assembly was instead removed when the capzip capsule or
pentagonal unit was present and bound to the lipids. For ato-
mistic simulations in presence of capzip pentagonal unit, the
diffusion constant was also computed selectively on the lipids
which, at the initial time, were within 1 nm, 2 nm or 3 nm
from the protein, or in a region at distances larger than 3 nm.
Moreover, we monitored hydrogen bonds between capzip
molecules and lipids.

For the umbrella sampling simulations of the capzip
capsule penetrating the membrane, we derived the free energy
profiles using the Weighted Histogram Analysis Method
(WHAM) as implemented in GROMACS.111 The errors on the
profiles were obtained through Bayesian bootstrapping, using
100 iterations.

Results
Capzip in solution

Atomistic simulations of the capzip capsule in solution show a
structure going towards an equilibrated configuration within
the force field applied, with a final arrangement slightly less
regular than the initially imposed one. The atomistic RMSD
(in purple in Fig. 3b) starts plateauing around 0.7 nm and the
structure remains hollow. The system shrinks with respect to
its initial configuration, as the gap between the two layers of
the capsule tightens (final size 5.45 nm, initial one 7 nm),
with an estimated wall thickness of 2.2 nm. A similar trend is
observed for MARTINI and SIRAH simulations, with RMSD of
1 nm and 1.5 nm (Fig. 3a), final size of 5.05 nm and 6.6 nm
and wall thickness of 1.9 nm and 2.9 nm, respectively. The
SIRAH force field suggests more mobility of the arms and thus
a larger rearrangement of the peptides, but the capsule still
maintains a regular and hollow structure.

For the atomistic description, intermolecular contacts are
mediated by hydrogen bonds (Fig. 4). In particular, the
Tryptophan engages in H-bonds with its backbone polar
atoms, enforcing the β-sheet pairing hypothesised for the
capzip antimicrobial arms.63 Arginine side chains engage with
many other side chains as donors, and especially with gluta-
mic acid, as expected from the juxtaposed positions they
occupy in the β-sheet arrangement, and their opposite
charges. This arrangement is reflected also in the coarse-
grained descriptions by the proximity of the corresponding
beads, attracted by electrostatic (not shown). Moreover, on
average, 161 of the 180 β-sheets keeping the capzip peptides

together in the capsule are maintained throughout the
GROMOS 54A8 atomistic simulations, 140 in the MARTINI and
137 in the SIRAH forcefield (Fig. 5).

To prove that the bilayer is essential to prevent disassembly
or deformation of the structure, we performed simulations of a
monolayer capsule at the coarse-grained levels (specifically

Fig. 3 Coarse-grained and atomistic simulations of single layer (a) and
double layer capsules (b) formed by capzip or AM-β-annulus: RMSD
computed on the protein backbone of the capsule. Results shown for
replica 1. Inset: Enlarged plot from the atomistic GROMOS 54A8 simu-
lations of the capzip capsule. Corresponding plots for Rg are shown in
ESI Fig. 2.†

Fig. 4 Atomistic simulation of capzip capsule (replica 1): average
number of hydrogen bonds per residue occurring between amino acids
backbone (left) and side chains (right) in the last 50 ns of simulation
(central residue refers to the moiety linking the antimicrobial arms – see
Fig. 1). For each bar, the residue on the x-axis is the acceptor, and the
bar is split by the identity of the donors. Corresponding plots for hydro-
gen bonds between side chain and backbone atoms are shown in ESI
Fig. 3.†
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taking the external layer of the capsule already simulated). The
structure collapses toward its centre for both the MARTINI and
SIRAH description, yielding a much higher RMSD than in the
double layer case (3.8 nm versus 1.9 nm for MARTINI and
2.4 nm versus 1.4 nm for SIRAH, Fig. 3). Based on this, we con-
cluded that the capzip capsules observed experimentally must
have a non-monolayer structure to provide enough structural
stability to the proposed geometrical assembly. This is consist-
ent with cryo-EM images of capzip capsules which show a
mutilayer structure.63

Capzip–membrane interaction: atomistic simulations

Comparing simulations of a bacterial model membrane
(DLPC/DLPG 3 : 1, large patch of 740 lipids) with or without
the capzip pentagonal unit in contact with it, no significant
change is observed in the area per lipid ApL (0.569(4) nm2).
Similarly, a 20 mV nm−1 electric field (magnitude compatible
with the transmembrane potential) does not affect the ApL in
either configuration. The lateral diffusion varies between the
replicas (between 0.3 and 0.5 μm2 s−1) and for both lipids, but
especially DLPG, the diffusion coefficient increases with the
distance from the peptide (Fig. 6). This is due to the hydrogen
bonds between both lipid species and the peptide, and net
electrostatic interactions between positive arginines and nega-
tive DLPG lipids. We computed the former, for each amino
acid type, and filtered for the ones present more than 50% of
the simulation time (persistent bonds). When no field is
applied, arginine residues promote 32 persistent bonds, 12 of
which are with DLPG, although this lipid constitutes only 25%
of the membrane. In a simulation with a 20 mV nm−1 electric
field, they increase to 34, 16 of which are with DLGP.
Tryptophan and threonine residues promote fewer persisting
bonds (10 and 8 for the simulation without field, and 9 and 11
for the one with electric field), with no particular preference
for DLPG, and glutamate residues do not engage in any hydro-
gen bond. The central residue joining the arms does not form
persistent hydrogen bonds with the lipids.

To observe the penetration of capzip through the membrane
within the available simulation time, we performed atomistic

electroporation simulations, by applying an increasing electric
field on a 512 lipids patch (Fig. 7). Poration happened at the
value of 130 mV nm−1 in presence of the peptide. This is con-
firmed by three replicas on both the 512 and 740 lipid patches,
where the 130 mV nm−1 field was applied directly and poration
happens within 20 to 75 ns of simulation in all the cases.
Control simulations on a 512 lipid bacterial membrane without
capzip show no poration at 130 mV nm−1 (600 ns simulations, 3
replicas). It was instead observed with a 140 mV nm−1 electric
field after 150 ns and 154 ns, while a third replica presented a
curved but still intact membrane after 200 ns.

The application of an electric field to the system of capzip
capsule–bacterial membrane accelerates the bilayer disruption
process, as reported previously.112 This is due to perturbations

Fig. 6 Atomistic simulation of capzip pentagonal unit on model bac-
terial membrane (512 lipids): local lateral diffusion computed along 500
ns for DLPC and DLPG lipids which, at the initial time, are at a distance
smaller than 1 nm (red), 2 nm (orange) or 3 nm (yellow) from the peptide
or larger than 3 nm (green), centring the trajectory around the Protein
COM (blue) [VMD software108].

Fig. 7 Atomistic simulation of capzip pentagonal unit on model bac-
terial membrane (512 lipids) with increasing applied external electric
field: average area per lipid (ApL). The numbers at the top indicate the
magnitude of the field in mV nm−1. The inset shows the poration event:
Lipid boundaries in surface representation, peptides and water mole-
cules in bond representation [VMD software108]. The increase in ApL
after pore formation is due to the pore expansion.

Fig. 5 Average number of conserved arm–arm contacts computed on
the last 50 ns and 500 ns of atomistic and coarse-grained simulations,
respectively. The grey bars indicate the expected number according to
the geometry chosen, for both capzip and AM-β-annulus capsule.
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caused to the membraneous arrangement by the inserting
peptide through charged and hydrogen bond interactions
mentioned before. These promote charged arginine residue
insertion and initiate water penetration in the hydrophobic
core of the membrane. Similar initiation processes have been
observed for arginine rich cell penetrating peptides in
experiments113,114 and MD simulations.114,115

Capzip–membrane interactions: coarse-grained simulations

Coarse-grained simulations allow to model the full capsule
interacting with the membrane. Simulations with MARTINI
(standard water model) proved the binding of capzip capsule
to the bacterial model membrane, but not to the mammal (in
the 10 μs simulated). In both runs, the peptide gets in contact
with the bacterial membrane after about 2 μs and remains
membrane-bound, diffusing laterally and producing an
increasingly high curvature on the bilayer (Fig. 8, top). No
poration is observed, probably because longer time scales are
needed to simulate it.

The binding is driven by charge–charge interactions, and
the presence of the capsule impacts strongly on the diffusion
and distribution of the lipids. The lateral diffusion coefficient
drops from 74.28(1) to 70.51(1) μm2 s−1 for DLPC, and from
73.34(2) to 62.59(2) μm2 s−1 for DLPG. The larger effect on
DLPG is due to its negative net charge and a strong attraction
to the positively charged peptide. This is confirmed by the

RDF of the capzip amino acids around different lipids moi-
eties, as the strongest signal comes from the Arg residue
around the DLPG phosphate groups, and is less so from the
DLPC phosphate moieties (ESI Fig. 6†). As a consequence,
DLPG lipids are enriched nearby the capsule (Fig. 8), at the
expense of DLPC molecules. This enrichment can be observed
at the coarse-grained level only, as the lipid patch is large
enough, and the time simulated sufficient, to allow a collective
rearrangement of the membrane components.

The adoption of Polar water103 alone (without applied elec-
tric field) sped up considerably the binding of the capsule to
the membrane (within the first 50 ns, as opposed to 2 μs of the
standard water simulation). Then, in a 500 ns simulation
under the action of a 20 mV nm−1 electric field, the curvature
of the membrane rapidly increased, and after switching to a
40 mV nm−1 field the membrane porated within 200 ns.
Analogous simulations on the membrane alone did not trigger
poration in 500 ns (40 mV nm−1). Continuing the simulation
of the porated membrane (40 mV nm−1), we observe the
capsule penetrating within 10 ns. The lipids do not seal
around the capsule, allowing the passage of water and ions,
which is consistent with our findings for the atomistic simu-
lations. During the membrane penetration process, the
capsule deforms and partially opens. Longer simulations
might lead to poration with a lower field strength, as the
initiation of a pore is a stochastic event. Nevertheless, the
simulations set an important comparison with the model
mammalian membrane, as for the latter no binding was
observed even with an applied electric field.

Simulations of the phospholipid mixture DLPC/DLPG eluci-
dates why the capzip capsule is active on in vitro model lipid
bilayers and reproduces the experimental conditions with
which capzip was developed.18,63 One could enquire how this
activity can be tested with models of the Gram negative outer
membrane. We performed two simulations of the capzip
capsule on the LPS membrane, for a total of 2 μs. Starting with
the capsule at 1 nm distance from the LPS membrane, the
capsule attaches to it after 270 ns, attracted by the negative
charge of the LPS molecules. The membrane is thicker and
thus less flexible than the previous DLPC/DLPG model: while
in that case the charge–charge interaction forced the mem-
brane to curve and partially wrap the capsule, on LPS this
effect is smaller. On the contrary the capsule quickly opens to
increase the interactions with the LPS molecules after the
attachment, rearranging itself in the following 300 ns, after
which the configuration is kept stable (ESI Fig. 10†). The
peptide residues lying on the surface penetrate down to the
region of calcium ions, but do not cross it in the simulation
time. Arginine residues are also in this case the ones penetrat-
ing deeper. This is confirmed by the simulation starting with
the capsule in contact with the membrane.

As penetration events are slow, longer simulations might
indicate further rearrangement of the peptides. Additionally,
the properties of the membrane at the interface are signifi-
cantly influenced by the presence of high concentration of
calcium ions116 and therefore the mechanism of adhesion and

Fig. 8 MARTINI simulation of capzip capsule on bacterial model mem-
brane (10 μs): (a) snapshot of the final configuration (capsule in stick rep-
resentation, outer and inner layer in green and yellow respectively; lipids
in line representation and phosphate beads in golden van der Waals –

VMD software108); (b) corresponding mass density of capzip, DLPC and
DLPG along the x-axis, averaged on the last μs of simulation.
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penetration of the capsule maybe severely altered with respect
to the DLPC/DLPG membrane. More accurate studies varying
calcium concentration and fine tuning the interactions with
the highly charged capsule and lipids are necessary to eluci-
date this. Of note, the capsule simulated has a size of 15 nm,
while the experiments detect capsules of bigger sizes as
well,18,63 and a larger localised concentration of capzip mole-
cules would be more effective in perturbing the membrane.

To further clarify the difference in the mechanisms of inter-
action of the capzip peptide between the bacterial and
mammal model membrane, and to speed up the process of
capzip capsule membrane passage, we pulled the capsule
through the DLPC/DLPG and the DLPC model membranes.
We reverted back to the simpler bacterial model membrane
(mimicking the inner membrane) as a simpler and more easily
interpretable system. The PMF profile was computed using an
umbrella sampling procedure (Fig. 9). In the mammalian
model, the membrane constitutes a high energy barrier to the
approach and penetration of the capsule, and the PMF rises
consistently while the capsule–membrane distance is decreas-
ing. To be noticed that the distance reported in Fig. 9 is
measured as the z position of the centre of mass of the capsule
minus the z position of the centre of mass of an outer disc of
lipids, i.e. lipids which are not within a 12 nm radius from the
z-projection of the capsule COM on the membrane. Poration
happens at distance larger than 0 nm due to the size of the
capsule. After the disruption, the membrane quickly
rearranges around the capsule. As umbrella sampling should
be performed in near to equilibrium conditions for each
window, we did not evaluate the PMF after the poration event.

Nevertheless the simulation brings some useful insight.
Contrary to the mammal case, for the bacterial membrane the
PMF decreases during the capsule approach (of about 100 kJ
mol−1), and increases only afterwards. The first effect is pro-
moted by the negatively charged lipids which attract the posi-
tive capsule. This proves once more that the bacterial mem-
brane has a stronger affinity for the capzip capsule and there-
fore their poration and disruption action is more pronounced
for these systems, and consequently the antimicrobial function
is more effectively exerted.

As stated in the methods, while the combination of atomis-
tic and MARTINI force fields was selected for the exploratory
analysis, the SIRAH force field, of intermediate granularity
between the two, is suitable to pursue further investigation on
the β-annulus interaction with the membrane. Moreover, the
β-annulus has a well defined secondary structure in its core
and the SIRAH set up allows to simulate the molecule without
recurring to constraints to maintain its secondary structure
like in MARTINI’s approach. To confirm the suitability of the
force field we repeated the simulations of capzip capsule on
the bacterial membrane with the SIRAH parameters. The
capsule attaches to the membrane within the first 100 ns and
deforms it but no poration is observed in the 10 μs simulated,
consistent with the MARTINI simulations. The diffusion of the
charged lipids (POPS in this case) is similar to the one of the
zwitterionic POPC, being respectively 16.2. and 16.6 μm2 s−1

and no enrichment of POPS nearby the capsule is observed. In
the MARTINI simulations, the negatively charged lipid was
recruited within the same amount of simulation time: the
difference with the SIRAH force field is likely due to the
different parametrisations.

Functionalised β-annulus simulations

Simulations of the AM-β-annulus capsule in solution show
that the capsule equilibrates (with RMSD of 1.7 nm) with a
radius of gyration of 4.5 nm (Fig. 3 and ESI Fig. 1†). Similarly
to the capzip capsule, it shrinks during the simulation to
achieve its equilibrium size. Out of the 30 pre-imposed arm–

arm pairs, 26 are maintained during the simulation, proving
that the initial geometry is well conserved.

Simulations of the AM-β-annulus capsule on the bacterial
membrane show attachment to the lipids within 1 μs of the
simulation without electric field. This is compatible with what
observed for capzip, however with the introduction of a small
electric field (4 mV nm−1), a small pore is forming within
1.5 μs, contrary to capzip, for which poration is not observed
in the 10 μs simulated (Fig. 10). Some portions of the capsule
reach the core of the membrane (Fig. 11). The presence of the
AM-β-annulus capsule on the membrane does not affect the
lateral diffusion of lipids, which remains 14.2 μm2 s−1 for
POPC and 15.9 μm2 s−1 for POPS, nor induces any recruitment
of the negatively charged POPS.

In investigating the reasons for the pore formation, we com-
puted the Radial Distribution Function of any of the amino
acid type forming the AM-β-annulus sequence around typical
moieties of the lipids heads, in order to identify key peptide–

Fig. 9 PMF profile of a capzip capsule penetrating a mammal (black)
and bacterial (red) model membrane (MARTINI simulations), in function
of the distance d between capzip capsule centre of mass and the centre
of mass of the outer ring of lipids not involved in the pulling groups
(lipids which are not within a 12 nm radius from the z-projection of the
capsule COM on the membrane), which represent the unperturbed
membrane. The snapshots show different stages of the penetration
process; peptide and phosphate beads of lipids in van der Waals repre-
sentation (blue for DLPC in the mammal membrane; red and green for
DLPC and DLPG in the bacterial one) [VMD software108].
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lipid interactions. It emerges a strong interaction of the posi-
tive POPC choline head group with the negative glutamic acid
residue, and of the negative phosphate groups with lysine and
arginine residues. Additionally, lysine interacts with the
L-serine POPS head group (Fig. 12, similar plots for all the
other residues are shown in ESI Fig. 8 and 9†). In the case of
the capzip capsule, the tryptophan interacts very weakly with
the DLPC glycerol and slightly more with the DLPG one (ESI
Fig. 6 and 7†). For the AM-β-annulus capsule instead the
hydrophobic residues are interacting with the lipids.

This is compatible with the values of Surface Accessible
Solvent Area (QSASA, normalised by the nominal experimental
value) computed for positive, negative, polar and hydrophobic
amino acids on the atomistic structures of capzip and AM-
β-annulus capsules (ESI Table 1†). The positive amino acids
QSASA is higher for the capzip capsule (more exposed positive
residues), and the hydrophobic one is lower (less exposed),
leading to a faster attachment of the capzip capsule to the mem-
brane (100 ns versus 500 ns) driven by a charge recognition

mechanism. On the contrary, in the AM-β-annulus capsule, the
more exposed hydrophobic residues facilitate the insertion
process, with their propensity to segregate from water.

The difference in hydrophobic residues exposition is due to
the double layer structure of the capzip capsule, but also on
the higher content of hydrophobic residues in the AM-
β-annulus. Thus features from the core of this construct are
contributing to the antimicrobial activity together with the
RRWTWE sequence itself.

Conclusions

The investigations performed proved the power of the use of
combined protein design and molecular simulations with
force fields of different granularity to elucidate details of nano-
scale systems with antimicrobial activity. We explored potential
arrangements in pre-assembled nanocapsule systems of a
specific antimicrobial sequence from Lactoferrin and studied
their stability and their interaction with model membranes.
The two systems reported here were selected for different
reasons: for the capzip system we had a number of supporting
experiments suggesting that our design in a double layered
capsule is correct; we wanted to explore in detail the inter-
action with mammals vs. non mammals model membranes to
clarify the efficacy of the capzip system. For the AM-β-annulus
system we have proposed a designed nanocapsule with self
assembling elements: (a) a peptide element that is experi-
mentally proven to self-assemble in a triskelion geometry suit-
able for a nanocapsule;74–79 and (b) the antimicrobial
sequence used for the capzip system as antimicrobial
moiety.18,63 This original design has been investigated for its
stability in solution and interaction with a model membrane
in silico.

Fig. 11 SIRAH simulation of AM-β-annulus capsule on a bacterial
model membrane: mass density of the peptide, lipids and water, normal-
ised (maximum density value is 1 for each component). The oscillations
in the AM-β-annulus profile reflect the presence of holes in the capsule
architecture.

Fig. 10 SIRAH simulation of AM-β-annulus capsule on bacterial model
membrane: snapshot of poration due to the combined action of the
capsule and a 4 mV nm−1 electric field. Capsule in surface representa-
tion, color coded by amino acid type (blue positive, red negative, green
polar, white hydrophobic). Pore highlighted in yellow surface. Lipids in
grey (POPC) and green (POPS) lines [VMD software108]. Fig. 12 SIRAH simulation of AM-β-annulus capsule on a bacterial

model membrane: Radial distribution function of AM-β-annulus charged
amino acids around typical moieties of lipids heads, averaged over the
time simulated after the capsule binding.
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When investigating the assembly process of capzip pep-
tides, the use of atomistic simulations gave insights into the
role of specific amino acids in the pairing and assembly of the
many copies of the molecule, the role of the ‘arms’ and the
precise indentation of the residues forming the β-sheet
elements necessary to hold the scaffold of the capsule.

Coarse-grained simulations proved extremely useful in the
evaluation of the stability of the pre-assembled structures on
the long time scale. Additionally, we showed here that simpli-
fied models were sufficient to evaluate processes like the
absorption on different types of membranes. Overall, we were
able to conclude that the ability of capzip to form capsules lays
not only in the scheme of opposite charges that it hosts along
its arms, but also in the presence of many hydrophobic resi-
dues, which favour the assembly with attractive hydrophobic
forces. Thus, the proposed structure contains a bilayer arrange-
ment of the molecules, which is demonstrated to be more
stable than a monolayer one, and is consistent with the more
recent experimental findings showing multilayer capsules.63

Coarse-grained simulations were also able to clarify the
interaction of capzip with the membrane. Capzip has a pro-
pensity to bind to negatively charged membranes, which are a
simplified model for the bacterial inner membrane, but not to
zwitterionic lipids, which model a mammalian membrane.
Moreover, on the bacterial membrane, the buckyball recruits
negatively charged lipids in its proximity, reducing their
diffusion. Atomistic simulations complemented these findings
showing the details of such interaction: on a bacterial mem-
brane, capzip interacts with the lipids forming many hydrogen
bonds and inserting the Arginine side chains deep in the
phosphate region of the lipids. Consequently, the lipids
around the peptide are slowed down in their diffusion on the
measured time scale of atomistic simulations.

Finally, simulations with an external electric field applied
(within physiological ranges) to the system showed that the
peptide bound to the bacterial membrane promotes poration
at values of the field which would not cause electroporation on
the membrane alone.

The above results integrate the ones from pulling experi-
ments, which show a favourable attraction between capzip and
a model bacterial membrane, and a lower energy barrier for
poration in the bacterial versus the mammal membrane case.
This gives a more complete picture on the characteristics of
this capzip, in agreement with the experimentally proven
selectivity but non-toxicity of the peptide.18,63

The results on the AM-β-annulus system prove the possi-
bility of designing AM nanocapsules with self-assembling
elements that can impose a specific geometry to the capsule.
We hope that the proposed design will stimulate experimental
studies on the stability and organisation of the assembly in
monolayer capsules and on their antimicrobial activity.

The outcome of the research presented here can be lever-
aged for future design strategies as it highlights the crucial
and necessary components for the assembly, as well as the
ones where there is scope for improvement or modification.
Future investigations will tackle this problem, unifying again

the experimental and computational settings to help a fast
screening of newly generated compounds.
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